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A description is given of a method for obtaining temperatures of gases 
by spectrogrammetric measurements of the relative intensities of spectral lines, 
applied to the gas in an arc-heated KUXI tunnel ('plasma-jet'). 

Qualitative details of impurities present in the wind tunnel are 
discussed. 

An explanation starting from basic principles, concerning line spectra 
and relative intensity meas-ents, is designed for the benefit of 
technologists having only a general backgrwnd knowledge of physics. 

A comprehensive compilation of transition probabilities and other 
relevant data for neutral and first-stage ionisation argon lines, is included 
as an Appendix. 
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1. The Am-Heated Wind Tunnel ('Plasma Jet') 

1.1 Description of the tunnel 
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An am-heated wind tunnel, which operates at reduced pressures, has 
been rully described in Ref. I. It should suffice to indicate the principle 
of its operation, and refereno e to Fig. 1 should assist the follodng 
explanation. A high current arc heats a stream of inert gas which is forced 
through the gap between the electmdes. The am discharge produces aregion 
of ionized gas* between the conical cathode and the cylindrical anode, and 
the high temperature produces a considerable expansion of the gas. The heated 
gas accelerates along the axis of the anode to the 'plenum chamber' (the latter 

W 
‘f _____-_-_-----__----------------------- 

An ionized gas is tenned a 'plasma' - hence the name 'plasma-jet' for this 
typeofam. 
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is mtended to assist the heterogeneous gas to enter a steady state). A 
'convergent-divergent nozzle' forms the exit to this chamber and the hot gas 
emerges through the nozzle with a high velocity (3 000 m 8-l or 9 000 ft s-')*. 

The properties of this high velocity jet can be investigated at low 
ambient pressures, and for this, a large continuously evacuated vessel is 
required to surround the jet. Since the wind tunnel normally operates with 
the pressure in this vessel about 5 to 15 torr (mm Hg), or 6 x IUD to 
2 x IO-' atm, the path length of the emerging jet extends some 25 in (10 i".) 
beyond the exit of the nozzle. The somewhat unexpected extent 6f this region 
of exoited gas is probably to be explained by the presence of meta-stable states** 
of the atoms3, since, in the presence of traces of hyamgen, or with helium as ths 
working fluid, the volume of excited gas is smaller. The production of such 
regions of radiation from an argon jet under very similar conditions to those just 
described, is explained in a recent research note by Brewer and Mobgork 
tither discussion of this effect is to be found in Section 7.2 of this reP0r-L 

1.2 Measurements in hot gases 

The combination of high velocity and high temperatures presents 
some difficulQ in the determination of the physical properties of the gas, an~J 
advanced techniques must be employed (e.g., widths of spectral lines, infra-r& 
techniques, and other spectroscopic methods5; microwave analysisi 
interferometrio measurements; Langmuir probes, etc.). 

It was decided to investigate the pasaibility of measuring 
temperatures using spectmgraphic techniques, which generally imrolve the 
determination of the intensity or the profile of selected spectral lines. In 
this case, it is the relative intensities of the lines in a given ~e&rum that 
are investigated. 

2. The si&gm ioance of "Temperature* 

The simplec0nceptof the temperature of amass offluidcsnno 
longer be applied to a gas at high temperature. The 'temperature' measured 
by a method directly involving the translational enera of atoms, say, will 
not necessarily agree with the value measured by another method involving 
ionisation parameters - even though both methods can be based on accurately 
known principles of phyflics. Such 'temperatures' will be equivalent only 
under the admittedly elusive conditions of thed equilibrium in a hot gas 
at low pre~~ure6,7. 

-*---------------------------------------- 

British Standards/Internationsl abbreviations for units are used in'this 
report (see Ref. 2). 

A tens which is explained In Section 3.2. 
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For a monatomic gas the translation temperature, excitation temperature*, 
ionisation temperature** and electron temperature*** may be quoted. Similarly, 
for a partially dissociated diatomic gas, the translation, vibration, rotation, 
excitation and ionisation temperatures may be selected as applicable to the 
relevant problem. 

Surveys of the production and measuranent of different classes of 
temperatureS,T, and a r&urn& of some value 111 the appreption of the applicability, 
or otherwise, of thexmsl equilibria properties in arcs , may be consulted for 
further'information on this subject. 

The current progrsmme of research has been initiated by an attempt to 
measure excitation temperatures in the case where sxgon is used as the working medium. 

3. The F&nssion of Lw.ht frcm Atoms 

3.1 hera levels 

For the purposes of this application the pictorial Bohr-Sonrmerfeld model 
of the atom is adequate. Electrons in 811 atom may be visualized dmply as 
occupying certain stable, elliptical orbits about the nucleus (see Fig. 2). 
When the internal energy of an atom is raised (e.g., by a collision with another 
atom) sn electron transfers to an orbit corresponding to a higher 'energy level'. 
A limited number of discrete energy levels are available to such an electron, 
and the ultimate choice in a particular case is dependent upon the quantity of 
energy received, 

Fig. 3 shows schematically the energy levels available to such an 
electron. The three columns on the left show the energy levels of an atom of a 
given element (here, quite fictitious) in the case where energy is incident, and 
the columns on the right show a subsequent stage which is described in Section 3.2. 
An electron generally transfers from one column to an sdJacent column (a condition 
termed in atomio spectral theory lrM = + I")****. Transitions rarely occur 
between energy levels in any one column (i.e., "A.8 # 0"). 

The three columns on the left of Fig. 3 represent an atom receiving 
either a quantity of enera ei, or another, EP. By the laws of quantum physics, 

the/ -- *---------------------------------------- 
The excitation temperature is derived from measurements of the intensity of 
radiation frum excited atoms. This is aometimes termed 'electronx 
excitation temperature', but the electrons concerned are not deemed to be 
'excited' - it is the atoms which are excited. 
temperature'. 

Another term is 'population 

The ionisation temperature is derived from measurements of the relative 
population levels of ionised and neutral atoms. 

The electron temperature is derived from measurements of the intensity of 
continuum radiation from atoms suffering collision by free electrons, if the 
latter are present in the gas. It is an indication of the energy 
&dribution of the free electrons. 

C is known as the 'azimuthal quantum number' and has integral values 
0,1,2,3, . . . . . which are respectively allocated to the columns of enerw 
levels (see Ref. 64). 
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the quantity of energy received for a particular energy level transition, is 
completely characteristic of that transition, and no other amount of energy can 
be donated to cause that transition - of course, the appropriate amount of 
energy might be extracted from a larger quantity of incident energy. 

when an electron has attained an upper enerw level, the atom is said 
to be in an "excited state", since the atom ie tending to eject the extraordinsry 
additional energy at thefirstopportunity. 

3.2 Stability of "excited states" 

An electron does not rsmain in these upper, atomic 'excited state' 
levels, but returns to a lower level, generally after a mean period of about IO-ss. 
ETnergy is witted in the form of radiation when this process occurs. As 
demonstrated in Fig. 3, this transition of the electron need not return the atcan 
to its original state (i.e., the final level shown is not the level, prior to 
excitation, depicted on the left of Fig. 3). This necessarily implies that the 
quantity of energy ejected in this example need not be the ssme as the previously 
incident energy. The terminology shown in this diagram for the ejected energy 
will be discussed in later sections. 

In the case of some high energy levels, the atQn may remain in the 
excited state for much longer periods before an event ocours which allows an 
otherwise intpmbable transition to a lower level to take place. Such an excited 
state 1s termed a 'meta-stable state'. 

3.3 Pmperties of a transition 

In general, them are a member of levels available, between which 
transitions msy occur, but the total number of energy levels is limited, since 
only certain discrete quantities of internal energy are allowed to exist within the 
atom (i.e., only certain fixed 'orbits' are allowed for the electrons, as seen 
previously Fn Fig. 3). In spite of this limited allocation of energy levels, 
there can be no certainty in predicting which two levels will be involved in a 
transition at any particular instant. Fortunately, it is possible to evaluate 
experimentally a pmbability that a given transition will take place, relative to 
other possible transitions. 

!The quantity of enera emitted by a particular transition has a 
magnitude associated with the actual energy levels involved, and is characteristic 
of that transition (again shown in Fig. 3). The energy emitted from a given atom 
undergoing such a change, is in the form of a pulse of light or other 
electromagnetic radiation, and since the quantity of energy is completely defined 
in the given case, this light has one particular frequency associated with that 
particular transition*. 

3.4 The many-lined spectrum 

A large number of atoms, each in different groups of states, will 
radiate pulses of light with certain 'selected' quantities of energy (i.e., with 

certain/ 
T __________-__-______--------------------- 
This statement is still valid even if external influences, such as high collision 

rates with surrounding particles - pmducing 'collision bmadedng', came the 
frequencies of photons to vary slightly. In such cases, the corresponding 
energy levels in a p@iculsr atom msy be considered to have been altered 
accordingly. 
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certain frequencies) depending upon the states involved, and a line spectrum 
results if the light is collected in a spectrograph. The intensity of a given 
line will partly depend upon the population of its corresponding atomc state, 
relative to the total homogeneous population of atoms. The probability 
associated with each transitian, which has been mentioned in the previous section, 
is another principal factor gove 
called the transition probability (A 7 

the intensity of a given line, and is 
. It is equivalent to the reciprocal of the 

mean lifetime of the particular excited state of the atom, before the decay to 
the appropriate lower level. 
intensity of a spectral line.) 

(See Section 4.2 for a full statement on the 

3.5 "&citation temperature" 

The types of transitions occurring in a gas will depend "pan the initial 
input of energy to the atoms, snd the relative intensities of the resulting 
radiated frequencies allow a concept of a 'temperature' to be formulated. This 
'excitation temperature' can generally be considered to be a close indication 
of the translation temperature of the gas, since inter-atomic collisions are 
mainly responsible for the excitation, at least in the case where temperatures 
are not high enough to permit a high concentration of free eleotmns*. Agreement 
of the excitation and translation temperatures will occur under conditions of 
themal equilibrium in the gas, and the basic requirement for this aspect of the 
term 'thermal equilibrium' is that the mean free paths of the atoms should be 
short enough to alluw a reasonably high frequency of inter-atcrmio collisions. 

3.6 Self-absorption 

A possible source of error in this +z-eealment is corrected with the fact 
that the light so emitted can be,absorbed by atoms of the gas in the cooler regions 
through which the light will generally pass. This obviously affects the measured 
intensity ratios of the selected spectral lines. In the particular oase,gf thp 
lines investigated in these experiments, this effect is known to be small . 
experimental verification of the degree to tiich it affects these lines is now in 
progress. 

k The Derivation of "Excitation Temperature" from Relative Intensities of 
Spectral Lines (Ref. 11) 

4.1 The Howell-Boltsmann law (Ref. 12) 

Consider the atoms in a given volume of homogeneous gas in thermal 
equilibrium. Allocate scme of the atoms to a number of upper energy levels 
(i.e., different states of excitation), while allowing others to remain unexcited 
at the particdsr instsntchosen. 

Let there be 

Na atoms with an electron at energy level a, 
11 n " II 11 ,I 11 , 

Nm " " ' ' ' ' ,a m, 

Nn n ' " n " " " n, 
" nn " "" " 

Consider/ 
5----------------------------------------- 
Free electmns can be present in a gas when ionised atoms of either the gas or an 

impurity are in the vicinity. They collide with atoms and excite the latter, 
thus producing more excitation radiation. 
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Consider the m and II states. Then assuming that the relative 
numbers of atoms in these states sre given by the Maxwell-Boltmann law of 
distribution: 

NIPn = (ii&$ exp(- E/kT) 

where g is the 'statistical weight' for the specified levels*, 

Ennl is the energy difference between the two levels, 

k is Bolt i!amnn's constsnt, 

and T is the excitation tanperatwe. 

4.2 The intensity of a spectral line 

Now the intensity of light emitted at a frequency v (i.e., from a 
partioular transition) is proportional to the number of atoms NE in the 
corresponding upper state with energy E, to the discrete energy of the 'photons'** 
constituting this light, and to the transition probability A described above. 
Since the energy of a photon is given by hu, where h is Planck's constant, 
then the intensity is given by: 

I = K'N& . hv . ..(4.2) 

where K' is a constant of proportionality. 

Note that the value of A depends upon the pafticular transition 
involved, and hence upon v, the frequency of the corresponding radiation. 

4.3 Relative intensities 

Consider now two of the meny different transitions occurring in the volume 
of gas referred to in Section kl. One of the transitions is considered to be 
from level m to some lower level, say d, and the other from level n to a 
lower level, say f (see Fig. 4). Let the 'm9 transition produce a photon 
with frequency vm*t* and the 'n' transition, one with frequency I$,. Then 
taking equation (4.2) end inserting transitions 5~' and 'n' respectively: 

IIll = K'NmAm . hum 

In = K'NnAn . hv,. 

using/ -5---------------------------------------- 
The statistical weight .of a given level expresses the probability of en atom 
attaining that level. In the theory of atomic states g = 25 + 1. J is 
the total 'engdarmomentum' of en atom with a given electronic 'structure'. 
Values of g are tabulated in Appendix II, for useful argon lines. 

2. 
A 'photon' is the pulse of light mentioned in Section 3.3, possessing en energy 
and frequency dependent upon the particular transition producing it. 
Expressions for transition probabilities, in terms of other parameters, may be 
found in Ref. 13. 

*** 
Strictly, these suffices should be md and nf, but since no confusion is 

inherent, they are abbreviated to m and n in this paper. 
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Using both equations, and substituting from equation (4.1): 

I N A v 
2 * v % = "*2*2 = AsA!! . - exp . ..(4.3) 
In Nn *n y n *n vn % 

Taking logarithms: 

log (I&J = log (pmA,~~~An~n) - (EdkT) log e. . ..(4.4) 

This is en equation of the form Y = C + mX 

where X = l/T, 

gradient m = - (Em log e)/k, 

and intemept c = log (G*~uJ~*~v~). 

4.4 An alternative approach (Ref. 11) 

Instead of attsmpting measurements using individual patis of lines, as 
required by the above treatment, a neater method of computation is preferable, 
which allows the mean result for a number of lines to be derived. At the ssms 
time, it demonstrates the reliability, or othedse, of the values of the 
transition probabilities employed (see Section 10.4 and Fig. II). 

As in Section &.2, consider a psrtxular spectral line with a 
corresponding upper energy level E and transition probability A, and apply the 
consequences of assuming that the number of aixnns in the energy state E is given 
by the till-Boltmann law of distribution of energy among the total number of 
atoms. 

Equation (4.2) now becomes: 

I = K'A hv . s = (K'A~uN g/U). exp(-F&C) . ..(4.5) 

where U is the 'pdtion function' or sum of the statistical weights 
of all the states present in the atoms of the gas, 

and N is the total number of atoms present. 

Now the factors K', h, N and U do not depend upon the energy E 
of the emitting atom, therefore put K = K'h N/U. Tnus , 

i.e., 1% 

A graph of log (I/g Ad 
straight line of slope - 

I = KgAv. exp(-F&T) . . . (4.6) 

(I/Kg b) = - (E log e)/kT. . . . (4.7) 

as ordinates and E as abscissae should thus be a 
(log e)/kT. 

4.5 The choice of units 

As pointed out in Ref. 11, from which this treatment has been derived, 
the system of units to be employed, in either of these computational methods, 

is/ 
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is quite arbitrary. The only limitation applies to the units for k'J! and E, 
whxh must be compatible. Values of E are available in tables in terms of 
wavenumbers (Ref. 14 and Appendix II), which are known more accurately than any 
conversion factor to electron-volts (eV). This is an mportant conslderatlon, 
smce small differences m values of E are employed in this treatment. If E 
is expressed in electron-volts to only two places of decimals, as in some of the 
literature, gross errors can result in the differences. 

For computations using wavenumbers, the value for k is given by: 

k = 0.69502 cm-' (deg K)-I, 

assuming that T is expressed in degrees Kelvin. I"ne corresponding value for 
(log e)/k is thus 

(log e)/k = 0'62487 cm deg K. 

It would be consistent to use values of Y m wavenumbers too, but generally 
tables are avadable only in wavelengths. However, it is quite possible to use 
wavelengths in these equations, since there is only a constant of proportionality 
involved m the conversIon. Equation (4.4) becomes: 

1% (I&J = log (~&A,,,hJq+,k~) - (Enn(lcT) log e . ..(4.8) 

and equation (4.7) becomes 

log (Ih/KgA) = - @(n)log e)/m. . ..(LV) 

Values of g are obtained from tables of the corresponding values of J 
in Ref. 14, since g = 2J + 1. However, values of not only g, but also E, A, 
gA s.ra log w&)* for a large number of ArI and ArII lines are tabulated Fn 
Appendix II to this paper. 

Some diffxculty may be experienced in choosing the best straight line 
through the plot of experimentally derived points. This is to be expected when 
trsnsltlon probabilities are doubtful. A statistxal theory is described in 
Appendix III by which the gradient of the best fitting straight line can be computed. 

5. The Measurement of Line Intenslties 

5.1 Detection methods and their comparative advantages 

Two alternative methods for recording the intensities of spectral lines 
were considered - photographic and photoelectrx, the latter method being 
acknowledged to present fewer expermental hazards than the complex photographlc 
densitometric technique. However, since a substantial number of lines were to 
be compared for each temperature detemination, corresponding to a given set of 
operation conditions, and the time required for each determination had not to be 
inconveniently long, it was decided that the photographic method still offered 
some advantages over the use of a photomultiplier detector. The convenience of 
the photographic plate as a compact record of several experiments was also deemed 
an advantage. Both methods require the'use of large qusntltles of recording 

ch=%/ 
r------------------------------------------ 
The usefulness of this factor should be stressed; the common logarithms of the 

relative mtensitzes are smply added to these corresponding factors to obtam the 
required ordmates for Section 4.4. 
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chart, in one case for recordxng the photomultiplier current, and in the other 
for recording line image denslties on the mxro-densitometer. computations in 
photographic densitometry sre based on empirical techniques, and the methods 
used are described later in Section 5.4 and Appendix I. A further survey of the 
methods available is published in the A.S.T.M.* publicationsl5. 

It is known that the arc-heated gas stream is not always formed 
continuously, but is subject to high-fxquenc perturbations causing fluctuations 
in temperature, pressure, radiation, etc. WYr. The photographic Psion 
naturally records the mean effect of these variations ovei- exposure times lasting 
about 2 to 20 a. 

5.2 The photographic method 

It is in general desirable, fmm the point of view of the accuracy of the 
experimental measuranents, to compare spectral lines of closely similar intensities 
( currently the argon blue group - see Section 7.4) and such work demeds the use 
of a sensitive discrininating detector. For this reason, slow photographic 
plates of medium to high-contrast were chosen in order to detect the small 
intensity differences with greater accuracy. The Ilfod N.50 thin-film, half-tone 
plate was employed initially, although the contrast is a little high in that it is 
sometimes difficult to judge the exposure time accurately enough to be able to 
compare the strongest and weakest argon blue lines on the same spectrogram. For 
this reason the Ilf'ord N.30 ordinary plate is now extensively employed in this 
project. 

Plate characteristics, which must be considered when selecting an 
emulsion for a particular spectrographic purpose, are set out in the first pert of 
Appendix I. 

The blackening density of a photographic plate 1s measured by a 
photoelectric instrument termed the microdensitometer, which measures the 
transmittance T of a particular line by comparing the intensity of the analysing 
light beam transmitted by that line to the intensity transmitted through an 
adjacent clear portion of the emulsion. This latter value is set as T = IO%, 
and eem is set with the analysing light beam out off. 

To obtain a true mea- of the intensity of a spectral lme, it ia 
necessary that the spectrograph slit shall be at least as wide as the broadest 
line to be eded. !&is ensures that the densitometer trace has a flat-topped 
profile, having the advantage that the height of the plateau alone is proportional 
to the intensity, so remove the necessity of integrating the trace himage erea, 
see Harrison'S. In these experiments a slit width of 50 pm (micrometre), or 
0'002 in. , was used. 

It is general practice, when obtaining a densitometer trace of a 
spectral line, to employ a densitometer slit width about one-third that of the 
spectrograph slit. This criterion minimizes the.effects of diffraction. The 
somnhg speed of the ins.Gvment must be chosen such that the true line profile 
is fully recorded, whilst xninimizing the effect of the emulsion granularity. 

5.3/ 

i _____----_---------_--------------------- 
The American Society for Testing ldaterials - an American equivalent to the 

British Stadsrd s Institute. 
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5.3 S-oectrogremmetric measurements 

5.3. I Plate calibration 

The degree of blackening of a photographic emulsion is a function of 
the quantity of incident radiant energy and of the development prooess. In 
order to obtain a meaaupe of the relative intensity* of the incident light for a 
particular spectral line it is therefore necessary to calibrate the plate in two 
wqrs:- 

(a) Tu enable determination of the variation of apparent recorded 
density with the incident energy, i.e., intensity calibration, and 

(b) To allow for the variation of the wavelength response of the 
emulsion, i.e., colour calibration. 

5.3.2 Intensity calibration end characteristic curves 

The density of the blackening of a photographic plate is defined as 

D = - lOgraT 

where T is the fractional transmittance of a spectral line, as measured by the 
microdensitometer. 

If the quantity ofradiantenergy isvariedwithina series of exposures 
identically developed, then a plot of log exposure against D will be similar 
to Fig. 5 for eny emulsion. Such a plot is termed a characteristic curve, or, 
in some literature, the I-I and D curve (Hurter and Driffield, 1890). Thus if 

the exposure can be varied by known steps such a curve may be plotted. Thiswill 
permit determination of the actual relative intensities** of the resulting images 
as a function of measured density of the images, along the straight line portion 
of the curve. The slope of this straight line portion of any characteristic 
curve, using D(T) or any other fun&ion of T, is termed the gamma, y, of the 
emilsion. 

5.3.3 Intensity calibration technique 

A variety of suitable means are available for impressing upon the 
photographic emulsion a series of density steps of known differential increments.***, 
and these steps msy be plotted logarithmically as the abscissa of a characterxM.c 
curve against a function of transmittance as ordinate. In practice, all the 
available steps may be employed, or, alternatively, only twu may be considered 
("two-step' technique, Ref. 15). The latter has the advantage that the effect of 
aqynon-uniformity of thevertical illuninationof the spectrograph slit is 

minimised/ 
-I'-----------'--------------------------- 

The expression "relative intensity" indicates that the intensities of the 
various spectral lines are not determined on any absolute scale, but are 
merely quoted as being relative to any given line. 

** 
The expressions "exposure" and "relative intensity" are only interchangeable 
provided certain precautions, to be enunciated below, are observed, 
particularly with regard to reciprocity failure. 

*** 
A brief summery of available technique is included in Appendix I; in this work 
we have employed B Rilger seven-step, evaporated rhodium-on-quartz filter. 
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minimized (Doherty 19 
be offset against thi 

considers this to be an important point), although this wst 
greater chance of error in measuring only two values of 

transmittance. The vertical uniformity msy be checked by comparing the 
transmittances originating from the clear strips above and below the falter for 
any line, snd the effect of non-uniformity may be partly negated by inverting the 
filter and repeating the exposure. 

5.3.4 The practical determination of contrast 

The quantity of incident, radxsnt energy is a function of the intensity 
of the radiation I, and of the exposure tme t, but it is not true to state, 
however, that it is equal to the product It. 
flux of 1 PW ster-' cmi'* 

An exposure of 10 s to a radiant 
will not g ;F;cr-kiz-,th" ssme density "9 an 

exposure of one second to a flux of This effect 1s termed 
reciprocity failure. (See, for exsmple, Chapter 7 of Ref. 18, and Ref. 20.) 

The value of y further varies with development technique, z.e., 
developer composition, freshness, temperature, agitation and development time, 
the latter variation being indxated by Fig. 6. It should be remembered that 
overdevelopment gives rise to possible foggxng where there has 111 fact been no 
exposure to light. 

From experience it is found that the value of y cannot in practice be 
held constant for those emulsions used in our research, however carefully the 
development process is controlled, and It becomes necessary to calxbrate not only 
each spectrogrsm but each spectral line of interest within the spectrogram. 
Furthermore, whatever the degree of agitation during development, It 1s not 
possible to entirely prevent a decrease in developer strength in the close 
proximity of a strongly exposed line. This dilution stimulates the Intensity 
Retardation of Development (IRD) eff'ec@ which causes strong lines to have 
smaller gammas than weaker lines in the same region of the given spectrogram. 

Lack of sufficient agitation during the development process can have 
more serious consequences thsn merely enhancing the IRD effect. If the local 
ddution of the developer is very marked, It wdl cause the tails of the line 
profde to be severely underdeveloped, giving rise to considerable doubt when 
estimating the position of the lOC$ T mark, and it may further came a dip III the 
peak of the profile of a strong line. These phenomena, collectively termed the 
Eberhard effect, render very difficult an accurate determination of the 
transmittance. A recommended method for reducing these effects to a minimum is 
to brush the plate gently while development proceeds. Brushing the plate xn one 
direction only, however, gives rise to profde distortion. 

Because of the IRD effect it has been our practice to measure y for 
each line to be anslysed. and to employ this value in subsequent calculations, 
thus allowing for the degree of randomness in g-a. 

Throughout this work we have used the Seidel function A(T) in place 
of the density D(T); this is explained fW.ly in Appendix I. 

5.3.5 Colour cdxbration 

The relatxve wavelength response of the emulsion was determined usmg 
a standard twgsten ribbon lamp in place of the test source, employing othexwxe 
Identical collecting optics and spectrograph settmgs. A typical varlatlon of 

transmittance/ 
5---------------------------------------- 

The abbrevxatlon 'ster' is used to indicate a steradisn, or unit sold angle. 
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transmittance with wavelength is indicated in Fig. 7. Using the two-step 
technique, a continuous variation of y with wavelength throughout the range of 
interest was plotted*. A typical curve of this function is also shown in Fig. 7. 

From such data, a curve was plotted (curve B, Fig. 8) of the relative 
intensity received at the plats as a function of h (determined from the 
ksnsmittance reading by the method of intensity calibration described in 
Section 5.3.2). The energy nutput of the standard lamp is known absolutely 
from the maker's calibration of lamp current as a function of true filament 
temperature, and from the tables of de VOS~~ for the smissivity of tungsten as a 
function of temperature. A typical plot of the energy output of the lamp is 
shown by curve A, Fig. 8. 

F?mm this figure, the ratlo of curve A to curve B yields a correction 
factor 8 as a function of h, by which all values of relative intensity, 
determined from the characteristic curve (see Section 5.3.2), must be multiplied 
in order to correct for colour response. It is worthwhile tabulating log 0 
against k for each useful combination of wavelength range, collecting optics, 
spectrograph setting and emulsion employed, if routine measurements are contemplated. 

5.3.6 The dete lmination of relative intensities 

In practice, we have measured the transmittances for two steps of each 
line, preferably one above and one below 5C$T, to minimize the errors when 
transfening frw transmittance to the Seidel function A. At the same time, 
we have endea voured to use step pairs which are not greatly separated for each 
line, to minimize the effect of non-uniform vertical illumination. It is 
important to note further, that errors in deterdn ingtran~mittanceresultingProm 
fluctuations of the lO%T setting on the densitometer, or from the presence of 
latent background, decrease with T. 

Gsmma is determined from two steps using the relation: 

Y = 
Au - AiT 

d 

where A u and A4 are the Seidel dictions for the upper and lower steps 
respectively, 

and d is the step filter density increment for those steps at 
that wavelength. 

In view of the fact that some lines may possess substantially differing 
intensities, necessitating the use of different step pairs, the obtained values 
of A must be corrected to those appropriate to some c-on step AC, and these 
values used to calculate the relative intensities of the lines. 

Tnus we have 

log Ire1 = Ady. 

To/ 
s----------------'------------------------ 
The values of y thus obtained from the continuum wdl not, in general, 

correspond to the values obtained from line spectra at the ssme wavelengths, and 
should not be used for intensity calibration of line spectra. 
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To correct for colour response, Ire1 must be multlplied by the factor 0 
(section 5.3.5). It then follows that: 

log I = log IreI + log 8 

where I is the final corrected "relative intensity" parameter to be employed 
in temperatzre calculations. 

6. The Spectrograph 

6.1 Choioe of spectmmph 

Preliminary investigations of the argon spectra produced by the 
radiation from the wind tunnel, operating with an unobstructed stream of the 
heated gas at the nozzle exit, 
and glass prism spectrographs. 

were undertaken with medium dispersion quartz prism 
These inskuments were generously loaned by both 

the Chemical Engmeering and Physics Departments of Imperial College. The spectra 
obtained indicated that the argon lines in the blue region were free of any 
serious interference fmm impurity lines, although the molecular bands arising 
from the presence of nitrogen in the atmosphere around the nozzle exit were very 
prominent in the near ultra-violet. 

Measurement of the relative lntenslties of the argon blue lines was 
attempted and consistent results appeared to be possible. Nevertheless, some of 
the lines in the argon spectrum were insufficiently resolved by these medium 
dispersion prism instruments. Higher dispersion is further beneficial, in that a 
wade slit can be used with advantage without producing the overlapping of lines 
which v~uld occur if this method were to be attempted at lower dispersions 
(see Plate 4). 

Diffraction grating %pecixugraphs csn be considered for such an 
application, especxdly If the optical system employed in the design is such that 
accurate images of the slit are rendered on the photographic plate (i.e., the 
spectrograph is described as 'stigmatic'). A plane grating, mounted according to 
the principle of the 'Ebert' design23, is most appropriate. An alternative choice 
in favourable ciroumstances would be the construction of a spectrograph with a 
plane grating mounted in the 'Littrow' mannerl8. 

The instrument selected for this work is the Bausch Be Lomb 'Dual Grating' 
spectrograph (see Plate 2). The two gratings - each having a dFfferent blaze 
chsractenstic* and a different dispersion - are mounted in the Ebert fashion, 
with a large concave mirror form= the other basic unit in the optlcal system 
(see Fig. 9). Manipulation of the instrument is greatly simplified by extensive 
electrxal control. An electronic process timer has been added to the shutter 
mechanism and supervisIon of the spectrograph has been reduced appreciably, 
allowing priority to be given to the more demanding requirements for the contml of 
the wind tunnel. 

The first-order spectrum obtained from the high dispersion grating 
(1200 lines per mm) produces a spectrogram on a IO XI. plate which conveniently 

covers/ 
5-------------------------- --___-_------_- 
Diffraction gratings which are so made that they selectively distrlbute the 

dispersed light of one particular band of frequencies into a partlculsr 'order', 
are called blazed gratings. 
of frequencies (see Ref. 24). 

They are sad to be blazed for that particular band 
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covers the region of 
f 

rincipsl interest, namely 3 700 A to 4 700 A, i.e., a 
dispersion of 4 A sun- . The focal plane of this spectrograph is flat, and normal 
thickness glass photographic plates can be used. 

6.2 Mounting 

A massive reinforced concrete block, supported on anti-vibration spring 
mounts, acts as a vibration dampening device upon which the spectrograph can be 
manoeuvred (see Plate 1). Such precautions are essential when 3 high dispersion 
spectrograph is used in a building containing the compressors and machinery 
associated with several large wind tunnels. 

In order to facilitate removal of the spectrograph during periods of 
maintenance, a robust trolley was designed to support the instmment. This trolley 
is positively located cm the concrete block by a vee- and flat-rail system so that 
the spectrograph can be replaced accurately in the working position. 

After setting the spectigraph into the working position, the utmost 
caution must be employed to ensure that the optical components are correctly 
aligned. only then can the slit be evenly illuminated and the characteristics of 
the image on the plate be fully representative of the so-e. Nl details of 
procedures adopted to align the components of a spectrograph are described in the 
A.S.T.M. publications'5. 

7. Qualitative Analysis of the Spectra 

7.1 Impurities resulting from air leaks 

Some examples of spectrograms obtained from the wind tunnel, operating 
with argon as the working medium, are shown in Plates 3, 4 end 5. The second 
positive nitrogen bands are prominent in the near ultra-violet, being anitted by 
the atmosphere surrounding the emerging jet of argon. The statlopressure in 
this region was generally about 8 torr (mm Efg), or 10ea atm, the actual value 
depending upon the flow input of argon (e.g., 4 torr for a mass flow rate of argon 
of 70.3 g minTi, or O-155 lb min-', at low power rating, increasing to 12 torr for 
an input of 99'0 g rnin-' or 0'218 lb miri* at the high power ratmg). Air leaking 
into the working section of the wind tunnel caused the appearance of these nitrogen 
bands and produced other impurity spectra, the most obvious components being 
hydrogen*, oxygen, hE and OH, so that any 'bremsstrahlung continuum radiation' 
that might otherwise have been detected, was masked by the impurity band-spectra. 
These spectra could be largely suppressed by admittma, argon directly into the 
working section, but the effect of these impurities on plates suitably exposed 
for densitcmetric measurement of Ar I lines was negligible,and the inert atmosphere 
was not considered to be necessary. 

7.2 Metastable states of argon (defined in Section 3.2) 

The fact that only the second positive system of bands is prominent 
in the nitrogen spectrum from a source of this nature, has been discussed recently 
by &emer and McGrego&, and it confirms the impression that metastable states of 
argon atoms are prevalent in such operating conditions as those occur4ng in a 
plasma jet at reduced pressure. Metastable states are quenched by traces of 
hydrogen, and the visible extent of the hot gas jet should thereby be reduced, 

7.3/ 
~-‘--------------------------------------- 

The hydrogen lines are notably narrow, and absence of widening indicates that the 
*o-e is in the w atmosphere and not in the hot gas. 
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7.3 Electrode material 

Since the am electrodes consist of tungsten-tipped copper and copper 
respectively, it would be natural to expect the presence of copper lines in 
the spectra. The sensitive* resonance lines at 3 247 A and 3 273 A, which are 
readily visible in the spectrograms obtained with an ultra-violet sensitive 
spectmgraph (as shown in Plate 5), are not observed in spectrographs with glass 
optical components, and this may explain the reported non-existence of copper in 
the spectra of some workers employing a similar am-heated, low-density wu-d 
tunnel3. Tungsten is a difficult element to detect, as although many lines are 
expected in the near ultra-violet and visible regions, all are faint and it 1s 
not advisable to assume that the element is absent. A few lines have been 
detected on well-exposed spectmgrams, notably the sensitive line at 4 008 A. 

The presence of metallic atoms in hot gas, especially the easdy ionised 
copper, is of great significance when assessing the physxal properties of the 
gas. At low enthalpy levels of the argon flow, where the argon ionization 
fractxon is negligible, the majority of electrons present in the jet are 
undoubtedly derived from the copper contaminant. 

7.4 The argon multiplets 

A prominent feature of the vlslble argon spectrum is the division into 
sets of lines, which gives the appearance of a divided spectrum - a gruup in the 
blue region and. another in the red. The brighter mes in the red region are 
known to possess some degree of self-absorption25s2 k and require careful 
determination of this effect before the relative int&sities of the lines can be 
measured. Measurement of this effect ~111 be attempted, but thx group of lines 
does not feature in the present work. The blue lines, however, do not possess 
this effect to sny appreciable degree and are always prominent in the spectra 
taken at all the ranges of power input avaIlable. The lines possessing lolown 
transition pmbabilxties are listed in Appendix II, and the blue lines are 
indicated in a typical spectmgrsm (Plate 3). 

7.5 Ionized argon 

Even at high power inputs the lines originating from ionised atans of 
argon are inmxably extremely faint, although the neutral Ar I lines have 
sometimes been much overexposed. Some of the Ar II lines possess known 
transition probabilities (see Appendix II), and, if' detected, a slmllsr procedure 
may be adopted to determine an excitation temperature for the ionised atoms. 
(Such a temperature must be distinguished from the 'ionieation temperature' 
see Sections 2 and 9.4). Other properties may be derived from the intensfties 
of these Unes e.g., the degree of ionization in the gas (by comparing the 
concentrations of Ar I and Ar II sources), and the ionizatlon temperature at which 
these concentration: exist. 

The AI- II spectmm becomes as important as the Ar I gmups when the gas 
stream is stagnated in front of a blunt body placed in the jet, since hem the 
temperature rises to the value attained in the plenum chamber (Fig. IO) before 
the gas is expanded in the convergent-divergent nozzle. 

Spectra of the am itself have been recorded with the light reflected 
fmm a polished copper surface introduced into the gas stream at the nozzle exit. 

SUCh/ 
r----------------------------------------- 
The most readdy detectable lanes of a given spectrum are sometimes referred to as 

'sensitxve lines'. 
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Such spectra show the Ar II lines to be equal III intensity to the Ar I spectrum. 
Light from the am, which has been observed in this manner, has of course 
penetrated a very long path through the cooler gas l11 the region between the 
nozzle exit and the electrodes (see Fig. 10). Generally, however, the light 
which was used to obtain the spectra for the temperature deteminatlons was emitted 
fmm a small region in the Jet, IO mm fmm the nozzle exit, approximately 4 mm in 
height and 4 mm wide. The diameter of the jet is 20 mm. 

8. The Derivation of Theoretical Temperatures fmm Aero-Thermodynamic 
Principles 

Provided that some assumptions are accepted, estimates can be pmduced 
by different theoretical approaches for the temperature of a monatonic gas at the 
exit of the wind-tunnel nozzle. Extensive data concerning the operating 
conditions are required for these evaluations (e.g ., power input to the electrodes, 
heat losses and efficiency, plenum chamber conditions, external press-, nozzle 
characteristics, mass flow rate of the gas, etc.). 

8.1 Concerning equilibrium 

Three alternative hypotheses concerning the gas flowing through the 
system must be considered. They assume respectively the presence of either 
'equilibrium flow' or 'fmzen flow' conditions or else the 'lack of thermal 
equilibrium' (in aerodynamics the latter corresponds to 'non-equilibrium flow'). 
Frozen flow is an extreme case of non-equilibrium flow in which relaxation 
effects are negligible, i.e., relaxation times tend to infinity. 

8.1.1 Equilibrwm flow 

In these problems the equilibrium flw treatment is usually applied to 
an ionized perfect gas, and pmperties such as the specific heats cl, and cv, 
the degree of ionieation, etc., are expected to change as the gas passes from the 
plenum chamber through the convergent-divergent nozzle. 

The Mollier diagram for argon 27 was used to obtain estimates of both 
the equilibmum temperature and the ionization fraction at the nozzle exit for 
four sets of conditions, as set out in Table 3, Section 10.6. The am heater 
efficiency was taken as 0'35, the plenum chamber temperature and ionization 
fraction were determined from the Mollier diagram, and the process extrapolated 
isentmpically to the nozzle eat. 

8.1.2 Frozen flow 

Under frozen flow conditions the ratio of the specific heats, the sound 
velocity and the degree of ionization a, are assumed to remain constant as the 
gas flows through the convergent-divergent nozzle. The am heater efficiency is 
again taken as 35%. 

If To is the gas temperature in the plenum chamber, and T is the 
nozzle exit temperature, then 

TdT = 1 + )(yo-1) (Ma)a]/2 . ..(8.1) 
where, for frozen flow, y. is the ratio of the specific heats 

(for argon yo = l-67), 
cp& 

(bfa) is the 'frozen Mach number' for the emergent stream given by u/a,, u 
being the stream velocity and ao the 'fmzen speed of sound' in that stream, 

gee Section 10.6 for the results of this method. 

8.13/ 
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8.1.3 Non-equilibrium flow 

Application of the concept of non-equilibrium flow will infer that the 
physical properties of the gas flowing through the nozsle lie between the tm 
extremes indicated by the above approaches. 

8.1.4 Local thenmdynsmic equilibrium 

Although either frozen flow or non-equilibrium fly hypotheses might be 
considered to be the required practical approach, they do not necessarily rule 
out the possibility of the application of the concept of 'local thsnnodynsmic 
equilibrium'. In this case, the term 'local thenno~ic equilibrium' may be 
taken to imply that the translation energy and excitation energy modes of the atcm 
can be considered to be in equilibrium together, even if the gas, as a whole, is 
not. This concept is discussed in Refs. 8 and 28. 

9. The Dissipation of Energy in the Plasma Jet. 

9.1 The enerw balance 

The energy input to the electmdes is directed into sir sinks:- 

(a) Heat loss to the electrodes, plenum chamber and nozzle combination. 
The quantity of energy so dissipated is determined by measuring the 
temperature rise of the cooling water to the head, and an efficiency tl 
is defined as 

pmerinputto coolingwater 
rp = l- . 

pcmer input to electrodes 

Thevalue of q varies francme -to the next and does notappearto 
be a mtion of maas flow or of p-r input. 
(Ref. 1). 

Its value is normally 0.30 to 0.35 
It will be noted that this figws applies to the entire head assembly, 

and does not necessarily indicate the fraction of the input energy which reaches 
the plenum chamber. 

(b) Energy dissipated in the form of random kinetic energy of the atoms, 
~CII-IS and electmns present, given by (5/2)IWl!, where 

N = 

k= 

ana T = translatiun tempep+w of that class of particle. 

(0) Energy dissipated ss directed kin&Au snsrq of the particles along 
the axis of the gas jet, given by (1/2)mu where 

m = totslmass ofparticlesunder consideration 

and u = meandriftvelacityalong jet axis. 

FCX a homogeneous jet, the mean drift velocity u is the aerodynamic 
free-stream velocity. 
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(a) Energy absorbed by ionieation of the xddng fluid, given by aNx where 

a ia the fraction of atom ionieed, 

N is the total number of atms under consideration, 

and x is the first ionisation potential of working gas. 

(e) Energy emitted in the form of electromagnetic radiation. This folm of 
energy dissipation is generally regarded as being negligible in such 
energy balance equations, although it is difficult to find references 
to actual physical deteminations of the magnitude of the effect in 
argon at elevated temperatums. Calorimetric total radiant flux 
measurements by cam and ticati29 give a madmum of 5$ of the total 
input energy being emitted as radiation. An earlier theoretical chec do 
on argon at 16 oOO'% revealed an extra specific enthalpy due to excited 
atomic states of only l-7$ of the total enthalpy, at similar densities. 

(f) hergy absorbed in the liberation and ionisation of deck-ode material, 
given by aN(# + acOn x,& hem 

N = total mmber of particles of working gas present, 

B = fractional contsdnatim, 

$ = aurfaceworkfunctionof contaminant, 

a con = fractiopsl ionieation of contaminsnt, 

Txm = first ionisation potential of contsmimnt. 

a msdmum copper contamination of O-1$ (which corresponds to an 
electmde zrate of abmt 4 g/how) , and that all of the copper is ionized, 
the energy absorbed by the contsminant ace, beccmes 

aE c&l = 0'001 (i No/M) (#& + b) 

where (xi Nfl) is th e argon mass flow rate in atoms per second, 

I% is the mass flow rate in grsmmes per second, 

NO 
is Avngati'a mmiber 

ana M is the argonm.olecIiLarweight. 

Now '& = J-29 eV and x, = 772 eV, and therefore it can be seen 
that 

and, as the kinetic energies of the copper atoms can only total about 0'2% those 
of the argon atoms, the amount of work expended upon the contaminant is negligible 
at appeciable levels of argon ionisation. At low values of a however, 
the contaminant must make a significant contrzbution to the elec &o n population, 
such electrons absorbing a considerable quantity of the input energy, gaining a 
high Te at low electron densities, and thus restricting the gas temperature. 

9.2/ 
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9.2 Energy balance at low power levels 

At low power inputs, where the free-stream ionisation a, 2 0, the 
input energy dissipates entFrely as random and directed kinetic energies of the 
atoms (neglecting radiation) according to the relation 

qE = qkT;(&N$M)+&&i . ..(Y.i) 

where E = head power input, 
. 
m = gas mass flow rate, g s-l, 

NO = Avogrado'a number, 

M = gas molecular weight 

and T' a = meamred excitation temperature at low enthalpy. 

Rearranging to solve for u,, the free-stream velocity at low enthalpy, we have 

lY/ 
2XqE - 5kT; xi~ No 

. 
I& 

. ..(9.2) 

9.3 Enerpv balance at elevated power levels 

As the power input is increasedfromthelcm enthalpy conditions 
discussed above to such a level as to produce appreciable ionisation, accompanied by 
a corresponding incream in excitation temperature dT, three principal ainks are 
available to dissipate the extra energy d.E. 

(a) hergy employed in ionisation. 

(b) Increased rsndm kinetic energy, the temperature having risen 
to T a = (TA + dT), and the total number of particles having 
increased by a factor (1 + a), where a is the ionisation fraction. 

(c) Increased directed kinetic energy, again having regard to the 
increased number of particles and defining a new atom (and ion) 
free-stream velocity ua and an electron velocitg u . e 

Denoting these energy quantities respectively d.Ei, 133~ and aEd, 
and neglecting increaa& radiation and. contaminant losses, we have the relation 

where 

aE = aEi + SE, + aEd . ..(9.3) 

dE is the extra energy input to the gas, 

and 

al = a@ N>)x . ..(9.4) 

dFr = i k (6 No/M) (dT + aT,) . ..(9.5) 

% = 4 & ga - & 15 II; + ; mege a(171 Nb"). . ..(9.6) 

Id 
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In order that equation (9.3) nay balance upon substitution of the 
expressions (9.4), (9. .5), (9.6), it is necessary that appropriate values be 
assigned to the parameters a, Te, ua and ue. 

9.4 Degree of ioqLzatian 

It may be shown that equation (k5), 

I = (K'A ~.vN g/n) exp(- F&r), 

is applicable to any excited atom or excited ion, for an pptically thin so-s. 
An exoelle 
Wilkerson2~ 

t derivatioq of this relation, including absorpttin terms, is given by 
, who shows that the constant K' 5ncludes a term for the length of 

the emitting source along the Section of anission. Thus thereaultsmaywdl 
be influenced by dissimilar radial profiles of the temperature and number density 
distribution of atoms and ions across the Jet. 

Bqdoying subscript 'a' to indicate atoms and 'iI 60 indicate ions, wa 
may thus deriver 

N. 
1= (da x2 Ii Ui(T) 

k-+ Aa Ia ‘Ja(T) 
. -p( “LEa). . ..(9.7) 

Na 

Here, the values of gA, A and E are givsn in Appendix II; the values of 
partition functions U(T) for neutral and ionized argon are given by Pikes'; 
the value of T, assumed to be the same for Ar I and Ar II, is optimised from 
Mgs. 12 or 131 and the intensity ratio Ii/', is determined by the previously 
described photographic methods. 

The ionization fraction a is given by the relation 

a = Ni/(Ni + Na). 

Under conditions of thermal equilibrium, the%haequationmaybe 
applied. !lbis can be.written in the form:- 

nine mi(T) (a me kT)sf/' 
-= 

n a U,(T) * ha 
. ..(9.8) 

where n = particle nuder density, 

m = e. electronic mass, 

h = Planck's constant, 

x, = fFrstionizationpatsntial 

and T is defined as the ionization temperature. 

Under equilibrium conditions in a homogeneous gas, with a negligible 
electron contribution from impurities, ni = n e, and the ionization temperature 

W 
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is equal to the excitation and trsnslatmn temperatures. Vsrmtlons in electron 
density affect the validity of equation (9.7) (Refs. 9, 32). Equation (9.8) my 
be solved upon substitution of the value of ni/na determined by equation (9,7) 

either for n e, by assuming the equdlty of the ionization and excitation 
temperatures, or for T, by setting ni = ne snd ass- a value Of a. 

,The attempt to measure the value of (I using equation (9.7) was not 
wholly sucoessfU, as discussed in Section 10.5. Hence in the calculations which 
follow, values of a of 0.15 and 0.20 are chosen, based upon aerodynamic data 
given in Section 10.6. 

9.5 Electron temperature 

The electron temperature T will. differ from the gas temperature Ta, 
except under conditions of absolute germal equilibrium, this being due to the 
fact that the ti classes of particles settle into individual Maxwell-Eoltmsmn 
velocity functions having differing distribution parameters. Thx occurs because, 
owing to therr considerable mass difference, the atoms and electrons are 
effectively isolated energetically compared to the readiness with which they csn 
exchange energy inter se. The original full treatient of non-equilibrium 
ionisation theory by Petschek and mn33 balances the energy lost by the electron 
gas (this being due to inelastic collisions, causrng atomic excitation or 
ionization), against the energy gained by elastic collisions. AB this treabnent, 
however, ignores recombination effects, it inevitably results in a derivation that 
gives Ta > Te under all conditions. 

34,35 A full study by Bray and Wilson applied to conditions of prevalent 
recombination, as in a supersonic nozzle, shod that in a recombination region 
Te ' Ta, and from their data a ratio T$T, my be interpolated for the 
free-stream conditions. using a = 0.15 to O-20, a value of 
t0 1.25 is obtained. 

T,/Ta of 1.05 

It is interesting to note that Erundin, Talbot and Sherman3 measured 
an electron temperature of the order 2 x lO"'K compared to a free-stream gas 
temperature of around WOK, employing Langmdr probe techniques. The ionization 
fraction was, however, onJy 0.006. Therr Mach 6 tunnel operated at 6 Icw mput, 
and their mass flow and pressure parameters were similar to those employed in our 
facility. 

9.6 Particle drift velocities 

~&less very large elec&io fields are to be set up within the plasma by 
electron diffusion, it is obvipus that the oonditlon u zz u must be satisfied. 
Furthermore, Ff such fields are set up, they will clearly tendeto negate the 
electron a~tiiod6. 

Calculations of the free-stream Mach number of the facility, based 
upon the ratio of the pitot pressure, measured by a probe placed in the stream, 
to the nozzle exit pressure, indicate a linear increase of Mach number from 2.8 
to 3.0 over the power input range 10 to 50 kW. Comparison with the data of 
Table 3 indicates that the Mach number appears to increase linearly with the 
measured excitation temperature. 

The initial particle velocity at low enthalpy, u,, has been 
determined by equation (9.2). If the frozen Mach number is held constant as the 
enthalpy increases, the fmzen sound velocity being given by 
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2 0 = y,(l + a)T 

where the ionization fraction a = a, = constant independent of enthalpy, 
then the atom velocity at elevated power inputs becomes:- 

. ..(9.9) 

where Ta is the measured excitation temperature at that enthalpy. 

If the frozenMach number is considered as increasing, f3mm the mea-d 
values of (Ma) = 2.8 at low enthalpy to 3'0 at high enthalpy, then, under 
these conditions, equation (9.9) becomes 

2 a = 1'15 us -> (1 + a). 
a 

. ..(Y.iO) 

It will be noted that the ratio ue/u, must be of the order 300 before 
the directed kinetic energy of the electrons becomes oompsrable to that of the 
heavy particles. 

9.7 Assumptions affect- the enerm balance 

These assumptions are!- 

(a) That the effioiency 7j is constant at 0.35, and that this figure 
gives the fraction of the electrode input energy reaching the plenum 
chamber. 

(b) That the ran&m tmnslational temperature of the gas, of which the 
random kinetic energy is a fuucticm, is e+ to the measured 
excitation temperature. 

(c) That at the low enthalpy values, a = 0. 

(a) That the radial distributions of temperature, particle density, 
ionizationfractionandfree-streamvelocity areunifox7n,whereas 
there is reason Co believe that they are in $aot quite diverse 
functions having differing mean values. 

(e) That the energy emitted in the foxm of eleot~agnetic radiation 
is negligible. 

(P) That en- absorbed in liberation and ionisation of electrode 
material is negligible. 

IO. Results 

10.1 Excitation temperatures 

The results of this investigation are presented in the form of twu 
graphs, each for dtiferent argon ma- flow rates, which are plots of the mea-d 

excitation/ 
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excitation temperature T in degrees Kelvin, against power input to the 
electrodes in kilowatts (Figs. 12 and 13). The plots show a near linear 
increase of T with power input, from around &OOO'K at 15 kw to around 4800% 
at 60 kW, for both of the mass flow rates considered. The general scatter of 
the points appears to be around t5$, and the curves my well fall off somewhat at 
the low enthslpy extremes of the abscissae. 

10.2 Associated errors 

10.2.1 Emcurs in the power input measurements 

Eit-rors in determining the power input arise in reading the plasma jet 
voltmeter and ammeter, end from the degree of fluctuation in these values during 
a lengthy exposure. Further the quantity of energy actually transferred to the 
gas varies with the operating efficiency, which varies slightly from one run to 
the next, as discussed in Ref. I. In general, the random error in the abscissae 
of the appended graphs may be estimated as being of the order 25%. 

10.2.2 Errors portrayed in relative intensity plots 

Ek.rors in the temperature measurements are estimated by the degree of 
scatter of the experimental points from the "best straight line" through those 
points on the log (IA/gA) versus Rn plots. 
this report (see Fig. 11). 

A typical plot is included in 
Twelve experimental points sre identified by the 

wavelengths of the spectral lines to which they refer, and the straight line is 
that calculated by the method derived in Appendix III. The standard deviation 
of the points from the line is a function of the probable -r in the gradient 
of the line, as indicated in that Appendix. This fractional error in gradient, 
which is equal to the fractional -r in temperature, is likely to be 25%. 

10.2.3 Fzffect of changes in argon flow rate on results 

The argon mss flow rate is known accurately to +2$, but, as will be 
seen frcan a comparison of Figs. 12 and 13, this parameter does not have much 
effect upon the results, at the flow rates used m this experiment. 

10.3 Tables 

Tables 1 and 2 set out the measured values of temperature against 
electrode power input, and indicate additionally the value of p/p0 for the 
argon heated and expanded within the jet, where p. is the density at s.t.p. 

Table I/ 
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Table 1 

Gas Flow Rate: 70'3 g mm-', (0'155 lb mh-') 
or O-657 1 s-l at 5.t.p. 

3pecixum No. Power Inpwt Excitation Temp. Gas Density 
kw OK P/PO 

3Nx7a 15.3 4 430 
1 N 50 70 16.8 4 270 

11 N 50 64 17.5 4 310 6 x lcr' 
5 N 50 42 10.6 4 170 
3Ns50 19.2 4 430 
3Nz36 23.7 4 500 

11 N 50 50 25.2 4 630 5 x IU’ 
IO N 50 64 25.7 4 570 
ION 50 36 25.7 4 530 
3Ns22 28.6 4 200 
3Nsa 33-6 4 150 3 XIU’ 

13 N 50 36 34-O 4400 
4~s664 39.1 4640 

14N 50 7% 41.4 4 510 
14N50 64 45.5 4 470 
4Ns50 u-3 4460 

14N 50 36 52.2 4 830 
4~236 53'f 4 780 

14N 50 22 56.3 4 670 I x IU’ 

PO is the aezlmty of argon at f3.t.p. 

2/ Table 
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Table 2 

ks Flow Rate: 99.0 g mif', (0’218 lb mif') 

Gas Density 
P/PO 

:pectNm No. Power Input Excitation Temp. 
kW OK 

12 N 50 36 27.0 4 270 

5Nz64 30-6 4 290 7'5 x lo-’ 

5 N 50 28 31.8 4 230 

9N 5012 32.3 4 370 

12 N 50 22 33'3 4 270 

43N 50 64 37.4 4 380 8 x lcr' 

5Ns50 40.8 4 540 

5Nz36 47'8 4 360 

14 N 50 50 48-8 44-20 

5Ns22 59'9 4 600 8.5 x lo-' 

l&N 50 08 61'1 4 580 

5NzO08 63'7 4 660 

13 N 50 08 65'3 4 370 I x 1cf= 

or o-925 s -l at-s.t.p. 

10.4 'Ibe distribution of experimental points in the relative intensity plots - 
resultinn transition probabilities 

While the apparent errors in the relative intensity plots dz3cumed in 
Section 10.2.2 appear to be rather large, in fact the various plots for the 
spectrograms evaluated show a consistent pattern of the pomts, and indicate 
individual systematic arrow for those points. Since large errors are known 
to exist in the values of some of the transition probabilities given by various 
workers (1% to 2$), it is reasonable to assume that those points which appear 
in extraordinary positions relative to the majority of points (and do so 
.mnsistently, in spite of significant changes in the operating conditions of the 
arc), could be adjusted to agree with the other points. This was attempted for 
those points which were obviously incorrect, and subsequent plots were apparently 
sucoss~ful when the corresponding new transition probabilities were employed. 

Those values actually employed in the calcdations are indicated by an 
asterisk in the transition data table of Appendix II. 

lO.5/ 
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10.5 Attempted measurement of the ionization fraction 

An attempt was made to determine the ionisation fraction a by 
measuring the intensity of the 4348 A ArII line, which is, in general, the 
strongest line in the ArII spectrum for which the transition probability can be 
quoted, and compsring it to the adjacent 4345 A ArI line. The theory is set 
out in section 9.4. 

It was found that, whilst all the other relevant parameters were well 
known, it was not possible to determine the intensity ratio Ij/Ia to sny 
ac-cy. The exposure time necessary to obtain the ArII line at 4348 A was 
greater than 20 mimxtes, as canpared to a typical figure of 10 seconds for an ArI 
spectigram. As a result of this extended exposure the plate was heavily fogged 
owing to nitrogen band and continuum radiation. The densitometer trace of the 
ArII line just showing above the backgmund was open to rather liberal 
interpretation, and a knowledge of the reciprocity characteristic of the plate 
was necessary as direct ArI 
equation (9.7j 

- ArII comparisons were not possible. 
, and using data supplied by Messrs. Ilford Ltd.37 

WloYing 

(see Section 13.3 (c)) to assist in the elimination of the reciprocity effect, 
a value of a of P4.0 was obtained. Making the generous allowance of a 
possible order of magnitude error in the ratio I&, the value of a must be 
at the very least WO7. The flow parameters were & = 1 g s-' and power 
input = 50 kw. 

It seems doubtful that any subtle improvement in the spectrographic 
technique can f%lly overcome the inherent difficulties, although sn effort is 
being made to reduce the qudity of nitrogen leaking into the working section. 

The Saha equation (Section 9.4, equation (9.8)) was solved for ne, 
the electron density, assuming T excitation = T 

10' electrons 'tia 
ionisation' and avalue of 

resulted,at50kWinputsnd & = lgSi. 
to a total particle density of the order Id' cm-s. 

mis compsres 
An error of an order of 

magnitude in the measured intensity ratio Ii/Is gives rise to the 881118 error 
inn e' 

A solution was also obtained for T assuming a value of a = 0'20 
and putting ni = ne. Under the same equilibrium conditions as indicated 
above, a value of T = 8400 t 500% resulted, the error allowing for an order 
of magnitude error in Ii/Is. 

10.6 Comparison with aerodynamic data (see also Section 8) 

Table 3 seta out a comparison be&en the speotroscopically determined 
excitation temperatures snd the aero~smically determined exit temperatures 
for four sets of conditions. The excitation tempemkures, which are measured 
about 10 mm downstream of the nozzle exit, have been optimised from Figs. 12 and 13. 
Throughout these oalculations the head efficiency rl has been taken as 0.35. 

Table 31 
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Table 3 

Run No. 

1 2 3 4 

Mass flow, g s-l 1.17 l-17 1.65 l-65 

Head input, kW 18.6 52-2 17.8 61.1 

Input to gas, kW 6.51 18.3 6.23 21-4 

Measured excitation 
temperature OK 4345 4715 4130 4490 

T (equilj.brium) exit OK 3500 9400 2700 8900 

T (frozen) OK exLt 2480 3230 1880 3200 

To (plenum) OK 9200 12000 7000 11goo 

a0 blend 0.02 o-21 0~001 o-16 

IO. 7 berm balance wlculations 

10.7.1 Free-stream velocity at low enthslpy 

The free-stream velocity at reduced enthalpy levels, uo, was 
determined from the data of Table 3 employing equation (9.2): 

Run No. Run No. 

1 1 3 3 

uo cm uo cm -i -i s s 2.63 x id 2.63 x id 1'80 x I@ 1'80 x I@ 

(u. ft s-i (u. ft s-i 8.63 x Id 8.63 x Id 5.92 x Id) 5.92 x Id) 

10.7.2 Fn&gy balance calculations at elevated enthalpies 

Under the operating conditions set out in Table 3, assuming initially 
u = O-15, Ta = Te and ua is given by equation (9.9), the components of 

equation (9.3), i.e., 

z&E = aEi+aEr+aEd become: 

Run Nos./ 



l&2 

l-18 x Id 

6.66 x 103 

6.52 x Id 

9'50 x loa 

8'26 x Ic? 

70% 

3a4 

l-52 x Iti 

9'38~ I@ 

8'83x10 

6'79 x Id 

IO.94 x 109 

7% 

If now a value T = 1'1 T at a = 0'15 is adopted, ana the 
value of u a ia that giveneby equation (Y.lO), the results obtained are: 

Run Nos. 

l&2 

1'18 x IO" 

6-66 x I$ 

6'98xlc? 

1'75 x 103 

9'11 x 103 

77% 

3&4 

1'52 x IO’ 

9-38-x I@ 

9’44Xld 

1’10 x Id 

I.15 x Id 

76% 

Calculations based upon a value of a = 0'02, with Te = 1.15 T a 
and ua given by equation (9.10), give values: 

I I Run Nos. 

l&2 3&4 

l-18 x Id i-52 x 10’ 

0.88 x I@ 12.5 x Id 

8*84x I@ II*9 x Id 

l-76 x I@ 1'34 x 109 

l-15 x Iti I.50 x Iti 

97% 99% 

Il./ 
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11. c0nc1uaions 

Densitometric measurements from speotmgrams still appear to be useful 
as a technique for comparing the intensities of a large number of dose spectral 
lines when the observation exposure time is limited to a few seconds. Much 
time is saved if a high resolution spectrograph is employed with a wide slit. 
The y factor for deriving intensities must be determined from individual 
spectral lines and not from stanaard tungsten lamp spectra. 

Radiation f?rom argon ions has been detected in the free stream only in 
cases where very extended exposure periods have been employed, although AI-II 
lines are readily observed in the arc and behind shock fronts. Copper and 
tungsten are observed in the free stream, and mgen, owgen, nitrogen, NH and OH 
are observed. in the mannmdimg low pressure atmosphere. The predodnance of 
the second positive band system in this nitrogen spectrum appears to confirm the 
presence of metastable states of argon. 

It is considered that the excitation temperature is a close indication 
% ~.translation temperature, provided Tz t the concentration of free electmns 

However, it has been pointed out that even for low electron densities, 
electron-atom collision cross-sections can be large and that there is a distinct 
possibility of the higher atomic quantun levels equilibrating to the electron 
temperature rather than to the gas temperature. This has been denonstxated 
experunentally by 

F 
v and Hirschberg67, and theoretically by MaMn and Keck 

68 

and by Byron et al 9, amongst others. They show that there exists a "bottleneck" 
quantum level n* owing to the high pmbability of collisional, rather than 
radiative, de-excitation at the levels designated by large quantum nuihers, whereas 
these levels are, according to the Maxwell-Boltzmemn statistics, sparsely populated. 
Accordingly, de-exciting transitions taking place from levels above n* are 
three-body callisional processes end as such must be considerably dependent upon 
the energy of the free electrons. As there is a possibility of the electron 
temperature within our plasma bezmg somewhat higher than the gas temperature, 
ad as the value of n* has not been calculated, there wuuld seem to be some 
finite possibility that the measured values of excitation tanperature are not 
identical to the translational temperature. 

The excitation temperatures measured in the free stream of the arc-heated 
argon wind tunnel have values lying between the equilibrium flow temperatures snd 
the frozen flow temperatures, with, in general, a bias towards the latter 
(cf. Table 3, Section 10.6). 

An attempt to measure the free-s&mm ionization fraction II, by 
comparison of the intensities of the 4348 A ArII and 4345 A ArI lines, indicated 
a value even higher than that corresponding to perfect frozen conditions. 
Considering the magnitude of the possible random errors in this calculation a 
free-stream ionisation of at lead a - 15% is indicated. 

A suocessfU energy balance resulted assuming a free stream OL of O-15 
to O-20. Should. the free-stream ionisation prove to be substantially less than 
this figure, i.e., the flow being nearer to equilibrium and further f?x-om frozen 
than appeara at present, then it may prove difficult to explain what is happening 
to a large proportion of the input energy. 

Solution of the Saha equation for ne, assuming equality of the 

excitation and ionisation temperatures, and anployiug the ratio ni/na as 

detennimed/ 
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determined from the intensity ratio of the 4345 - 4348 A lines, resulted 111 an 
n, of 106 electrons cm-". This figure corresponds to an a -- 10wl', whereas 
the measured a based upon the value of ni/na was 0.40. The possible error 
in the intensity ratio cannot explain this discrepancy. However, such a result, 
at this stage of the investigation, ~23 not partxulsrly surprising, for an 
explanation could be that the flow condition is so far from equilibrium as to 
render the Saha equation meaningless, i.e., that the excitation and ionisation 
temperatures differ considerably* (the parameter T in the Sahs. equation must be 
about twue the measured excitation temperature to give an a ,of 0'20). 

The consistent pattern of points on the log (IX/gA) versus E graphs 
would appear to indicate that local themo~smic equilibrium exists between 
the excitation and translation modes of the atoms of the gas at the nozzle exit. 

The present data of argon transition pmbabilitzes is now sufficiently 
expanded to permit consistent results to be obtained. The probabilities for 
some lines appear to need some adjustment, suze such lines pmduce consistently 
deflected points on the log (II/gA) versus E plots. 
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, shows that where steady-state condltlons prevad, but the particle 
energy distribution is not exactly Maxwellian, or where radiation leaves the 
system without absorption, significant numerical deviations from the Sahs 
relation are to be expected. 
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APPENDIX I 

Photographic Emulsions and Calzbration Techniques* 

A.1 Psion Character~stlcs and Plate Selection 

The following points are among those whxh mst be taken into 
consderatlon when selecting an emulsion for a partxular spectmgraphic purpose: 

(1) Speed 

Suce the speeds of photographic plates vary very considerably, 
an emulsion must be selected whloh is compatzble with the exposure 
time avadable. The latter will depend upon the photographic 
speed of the combined spectrograph and collecting optics, and must 
be of such a length as to integrate minor perturbations of the 
light source wlthout being so long as to allow variation in the 
macroscopic properties of the source. 

(2) contrast 

The degree of contrast required will depend upon the relative 
intensrties of the lines to be studied within a given range. 
In general, It is more difficult to work with high contrast plates, 
as the judgement of exposure times is more critical, but they 
compensate for this by allowrug increased accuracy when dealing 
with lines of closely similar intensities. 

(3) Colour sensitivity 

Four classes of photographic emulsions are readily available, 
encompassing the vxsible and adjacent regions: 

(a) Unsensitieed silver bromide emulsions, sensitive to the 
blue and ultra-nolet only, from about 2 100 A - 5 000 A. 
A red safelight may generally be used when dealing with 
these "ordinmy" emulsions. 

(b) Orthochromatic, ayea to be sensitive up to the green. 

(c) Panchromatic, dyed to be sensitive up to the red. 

(a) Infra-red sensitive, useful up to about 9 000 A or further. 
It is necessary to store plates of this type in a 
refrigerator. 

(4) Granularxty and backing 

Grain size (and hence speed), being in general reciprocal to 
contrast, 1s a factor which, combined with halation, limits the 
resolvrng power of the emulsion. Halation is an effect which 
manifests itself as the formation of a ring aroutx.! the prlnclpal 
image, and is due to light scattering off the back face of the 

glass/ 
5--------------- -2ij ------------ -- --------- 

The reader is referred to Selwyn for an excellent exposition of much of the 
matter contained in this Append=. 
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glass plate. It can be minimised by backing the plate with a 
suitable soluble coating, which absorbs the would-be scattered 
light. Urge grain size also tends to cause scattering from 
one grain to adjacent ones. 

(5) Uniformity of colour response 

The chemical composition of the dslon determines the degree 
of uniformity or otherwise of the response of the plate to 
various wavelengths, which may be inrportant if it is &stied 
to assume constant colour sensitivity over a particular short 
range of wavelengths. 

(6) pressure sensitivity 

Some plates are very sensitive to local contact of physical 
pressure, which must be avoide$ in order to prevent an effect 
ShQar to ereas of fogging. 

The properties of the plates manufactured by %,$.noipal concerns are well 
described in their technical data publications 

A.2 Characteristic Curves 

The density function D = - log T is of only limited utility in that 
it is generally only linear for about one third of the total transmittance range, 
and other empirical relations exist which give 8 considerable extension to the 
linearity of the charaoteristic curve. 

41 The Seidel function 

A(T) = log 

is found to be eminently suitable for many emulsions, and is deemed in some oases 
to be capable of extending the lrnearity of the characteristic curve from 
3$ < We have used this function entFrely, and have found it 
satisfaztok z?at least I@ < T < 85% with the Ilford ordinary enuls~ons. 

A table of values of A(t) at p2$ intervals of T is given in Ref. 42. 

The psrtully corrected Seidel function, which incorporates both the 
density and the Seidel functions, is represented by: 

D(T) + N . A(T) 
PN(T) = 

(1 + N) 

where N isalownwnber -1. 'his function has been tabulated. by 
Honerjklger-Sobm and Kaiser43 for N = 1, and has been found to be very useful 
for extending th linearity of the characteristic -e far the panchromatic 
Kodak B.10 plate E4 . 

Ihe relative utility of the A(T) and Pi(T) functions is discussed 
by Mayer and Price45 who find almost complete linearity using Pi(T) for the 
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Kodak B.10, whilst for the Ilford N.50 they find the Seidel function gives better 
results. The best function for a given emulsion may be determined by plotting, 
for example, three extreme points for both the A(T) and Pi(T) transformations, 
and by inspection finding those points which best fulfil the condition of 
collinearity. 

A further function which is due to Hughes and Murphy, may be 46 quoted : 

T 
f(T) = log - - O-4 exp (T). 

I-T 

This is seen to include A(T) as its principal term. 

A.3 Intensity Calibration - Impression of Gradations* 

Five principal methods are avaIlable for impressing upon the 
photographic emulsion the necessary gradations of the incident intensity, in 
known increments, in order to construct a characteristic curve. 

(a) Rotating step filter. A logarithmically stepped disc is rotated 
in front of the spectrograph slit at the stigmatic positIon** such 
that a series of steps are formed on the plate, because some 
portions receive longer exposures than others. In general, an 
intermittent exposure does not produce the same density as the 
equivalent continuous exposure, and to overcome this difficulty 
the light beam must be interrupted some 200 to 1 000 times, thus 
demanding high rotational velocities20. 

(b) Evaporated metal stepped filter. A series of strips of metal 
such as rhodium or platinum, the individual strips having graded 
thwtiesses, are evaporated on to a glass or quartz blank which 
is located, with the strips crossing the slit, at the stimatic 
posltion of the spectrograph. This device clearly produces an 
effect similar to that of the rotating step filter. 

(0) Taking seversl exposures of differing durations and ignoring 
reciprocity failure, which is allowable over certain ranges of 
extended exposures with some emulsions. The general validity 
of this method is, however, dubious, although it has the advantages 
of great simplicity and the fact that it is applicable to an 
astigmatic spectrograph. It 1s best only used as a checking 
procedure, unless steps have been taken to examine the reciprocity 
failure of the plate***. 

(a)/ 
-I --------------_- -,8----------------------- 

The reader is refer&l to Harrison for a concise summary of the available 
techniques. 

There is a point, usually upon the optical axis of an instrument, such that, if 
an object J.S placed at that point, an accurately rendered image of that object' 
is reproduced at the position of the photographx plate. This point is 
termed the "stigmatic position". 

*** 
In a paper concerning ultra-violet sensitization by fluoresceing ads, Harrison 

and Leightonlc7 d escribe a method for determining the reciprocity characteristics 
of an emulsion, whilst reciprocity failure in general is aiscussed z.n detail in 
Refs. da and 20. Typioel lo I versus log It plots for several Kodak 
emulsions cue given by Sawyer 48 . Messrs. Ilford Ltd., whilst stating that such 
data are too variable to merit publication, have supplied log 
versus log (exposure time) chsracteristxs for the plates used 

speed) 
These latter 

data have been employed in OUT cslculatlone (Section 10.5). 
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(a) A specially constructed slit may be used with a stigmatic 
apectrogcaph, in which several aperture widths exe simultaneoudy 
provided along the length of the slit. 

(e) If the source can effectively be moved to various distances fmm 
the slit, the inverse square law canbe applied to calibrate the 
densities arising from equal exposures corresponding to the dFfferent 
source positions. This technique is suitable for both stigmatic 
and astigmatic spectro@aphs. 

The rotating step filter has the advantage owr the evaporated step 
filter of possessing complete colour independence, whereas it is essentiel,that 
the evaporated filter be density calibrated at frequent intervals, say 200 A, 
thruughout the wavelength range of interest, as the relative transmittance of 
adjacent steps may vary very considerably over even a short range. The evaporated 
filter is, however, considerably easier to use, being a static device; whereas 
the rotating filter, which by its very nature 3.s dynamically unbalanced, can be 
inconvenient in practice with its requkement for being rotated at about 
1 200 rev/min. !l!he evaporated filter can be fixed in place on the apparatus 
without need of maintenance and is more suitable for taking short exposures. A 
note by Schriebe&y on possible line distortion which is attributable to step 
filters, describes how it may be necessary to tilt the plane of the filter a few 
degrees off normal to the inciaent light beam. 

We have elected to employ a Hilger seven-step rhodium-on-quartz filter, 
calibratedat 200 A intervals over the range 2 800 - 8 000 A. 

APPEXOIX II/ 



APPENDIX11 

Trsnsition Probability Data 

There has in the past been a marked lack of accurate transition 
probability data, these parameters havmg been prevmmly of principal interest 
to astrcphysiclsts. Over the past months, however, the situation has improved 
in view of increased mterest in plasma physics and related fields, and an 
excellent bibliography has recently appeared50 listing most of the presently 
hmn work on the determinatmn of these parameters. Experimental measurements 
of transition prcbabdlties have recently been published for some 70 sold 
elements5' which will be of considerable use for the detenxlnaticn of contsmmant 
or seeding levels at a later stage of thm project. 

The tables appended here, for ArI and ArII, are believed to include 
all available data to date. The arrangement of the tables for a transition 
from an upper state En to a lower state Em is as follows: 

Column (a) Wavelength, angstroms 52 

(b) gn = 2Jn + 1 

(c) &m = 2J, + 1 

(a) En cm-'(Ref. 14) 

(e) En eV (conversion factor 8065'57) (See Section 4..5) 

(f) 'R‘ans~tmn probability A,, x IF6 s-' 

(g) E&mated error dA/A $ 

(h) Nio (A/&) 

(i) gA . lo-6 s-l 

(j) An asterisk appearing in this column Mxates the psrtxular 
value of A which has been found to be most consistently 
reliable; in mm cases the value so indicated will differ 
from that given in the references, but it will lmrsrzably be 
seen to be within tie limits of the estimated error given therein 
(see Seotlon 10.4). A double or treble asterisk in this column 
indicates that 3.n addition to the values shown, relative gf! 
values for these lines have recently been determined by 
Dickerman and Alpmer26. Lines marked ** are stated by these 
workers to demonstrate considerable self-absorption, whilst 
those marked *** apparently a0 not. 

(k) References 

hergy level diagrams for the spectral lines contained in the tables 
are set cut in Figs. 15 and 16 for At-1 and ArII respectively. The 
apectmsccpic notation is that employed by Mocre59. 
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In a recent paper, Rasumovskaya 
62 

presents absolute f-values for some 
17 red and infra-red and 7 blue-violet lines of neutral argon. These am based 
on a sum-rule computation of the f-number of X8115, the other 23 values be- 
determined by experunental comparison with this line. Her values zn general 
lie considerably higher than those of other workers, notably in that her 
reference line X3115 has an f-value some 2 or 3 times greater than that given by 
5 other sources, and it is upon this value that the accuracy of the remaining 
readmgs depend. The oscillator strengths for the blue-violet lines given in 
this paper are two orders of magnitude greater than those obtained by Drawin53, 
whose results are the only ones cited, 
work of Schon63. 

other than a comparison with the early 
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Transition Probability Data, Argon ArI 

(4 (b) 6) (4 (e) (f) M (h) (i) (3) (k) 

3947'5046 5 

3948.9785 3 

4045.966 5 

4158-5906 5 

416kj794 3 

4181.8833 3 

4198.3174 1 

4200.675 7 

4251-l&68 3 

4259'361 1 

4266.286 5 

4272.f68 3 

4300.100 5 

4333.560 5 

4335.3374 3 

4345.167 3 

4510.7332 1 

5558*7015 5 

5572.548 7 

5 118469~117 14'68 ) 
I.71 

5 118459.662 14.68 

118459.662 14.68 

5 147183.654 24.53 

5 dd7151-387 44.52 

1 118459.662 t4.68 

3 117563.020 14.58 

5 116942.815 14-50 

5 116660.054 44.46 

3 ti8870.981 14.73 

3 117183.654 G-53 

3 117151*387 14-52 

3 ~16999.389 14.50 

3 U8469.117 14-69 

3 118459.662 24.69 

3 118407.494 14'68 

3 117563.020 14-57 

122086.974 j5-14 

123557.459 15.32 

3-68 

6 55 
16.7 
11.0 

2-46 
2-o 
2.23 

4-16 
3'8 
4-58 

26 

7.6 

O-79 
O-85 

24-6 

2.' 

2-86 
2-8 

3.68 
7'55 

,7'1 

3.58 
3.4 

4-Y 

4-O 
3.33 

2.8 

10.2 

8-3 

3-Y 

I 2'66435 8.55 
15 

- ( 2.88638 5.13 

IO 2.34222 18.4 

6 2.40377 32.75 
IO 1.69726 83-5 
15 l-87858 55.0 

W 2.75147 7-38 
15 2.84138 6.0 

2.79410 6.69 

15 2.52513 12.48 
15 2.56447 11.4 

2.48336 13.74 

15 2.20811 26 

15 1.89741 53.2 

15 3-25368 2.37 
722198 2-55 

1; 2.03051 2.23841 24-6 39.7 
15 2.07304 36 

18 2-47776 14-3 
15 2-48392 lko 

5 2-58768 II-04 
20 2.27560 22'65 
45 2-30223 21.3 

20 2.38062 17-Y 
15 2.40302 17-o 

25 2.24777 24-5 

25 2.55785 12-o 
2.63702 10-o 

15 2.71372 8.4 

20 2.64564 10.2 

25 2.12962 41.5 

25 2.30987 27.3 

i 

0 

* 

l 

* 

* 

* 

Q 

9 

4 

+ 

4: 

* 

* 

+ 

53 

53 

:3' 
54 

z 

54 

54 

54 

:: 
54 

z5: 

25 
53 
54 

2 

54 

54 

54 

53 

54 

54 

contd./ 
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(4 (b) (c) (4 (e) (f) k) (h) (1) (J) (k) 

5606.732 

5650.703 

6032.124 

6052.721 

6059.373 

6965.4304 

7067.217 

7147.041 

7272.936 

7383-980 

7471.18 

7503.867 

7514.6514 

7635.105 

7723.760 

7724.206 

3 

1 

9 

5 

5 

3 

5 

3 

3 

5 

3 

1 

I 

5 

3 

3 

3 

7 

5 

5 

5 

3 

3 

5 

1 

121932-908 15.12 15-o 25 2.09552 

121794-158 15.10 19-o 25 2.47337 

122036-134 15.13 21-o 25 I*50401 

120600~944 14-95 2-5 25 2.68506 

120619~076 14-95 3-a 25 2.50369 

107496'463 13.33 ;t:; 6 l-64073 
IO l-63263 

5-O 
l-63344 

-25 l-42631 

lQ7289.747 13.30 53 .." 30 l-42599 

107131.755 13.28 -30 > 30 1-89989 

107496+f~3 13.33 161 5 1'17774 

107289-747 13.30 107 
86.8 

32 ;*;3;;': 
'3 

89 - 25 1-21994 

107131.755 13.28 c 40 > 30 1~79421 

10872z.668 13.48 550 30 l-13490 
432 4 I-23981 
314 
436 1; ; 93; . 

1070~*319 13.27 480 362 3; ;w& 
. 

296 10 lw459 
383 4 1'29270 
301 1 a37015 
520 - 25 I d5991 

106237.597 13.17 250 30 0'78591 
-203 4 0.87636 
141 IO I.03463 
183 4 0'9214.2 
144 6 l-02547 
184 - 25 o-91902 

106087'305 13'15 99-Q 30 I*41510 
41 - 30 l-79792 

107496'463 13'33 131 30 l-29569 
195 - 30 I*12069 

45.0 54 

19.0 54 

189 54 

12.5 54 

19-o 54 

159.3 
162.3 
162.0 
261 

g 

61 

265 61 

90 61 

483 25 

535 
434 
445 

19 

2: 

120 61 

550 
432 
314 
4.06 

*** 1y 

i; 

$2 
296 
383 
301 
520 

*** 19 
25 

:'6 
58 
61 

1250 
1015 

705 
915 
720 
920 

** 1y 
25 

:2 

2: 

297 19 
123 61 

393 19 
585 61 

contd./ 
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(4 (b) (c) (4 (e) (f) (9) (h) (i) (3) (k) 
7948' 1’ 75 

8006' 1, 56 

8014'786 

8103-6920 

3115'3108 

3264.521 

3408.208 

3424.6473 

3521.441 

3667.943 

9122.966 

3657.784 

3 

5 

5 

3 

7 

3 

5 

5 

3 

3 

3 

3 

1' 

3 

5 

3 

5 

3 

3 

3 

3 

1 

5 

3 

107131.755 

106237'597 

106087*305 

105462.804 

107496.463 

io5617.315 

lo713l.755 

106087*305 

104102~144 

104102-144 

13'28 218 * 30 1~11901 

147 5 l-25592 
251 - 25 l-02349 

13.17 51-o 3 
54 - 25 

13-09 93.0 30 
79.6 
57.2 I: 
74-T 4 
58.9 
89 ..a 25 

13.15 243 30 l-04593 729 
268 

1; 
l-00335 804 

148 I.26128 444 
194 4 l-14374 582 
153 I. 24687 459 
184 - 25 1.16673 552 

13.08 222 30 
222 6 
118 10 
155 4 
122 
194 - 25 

13-33 154 30 
155 a 

99.6 IO 
131 4 
103 

13-30 iaa 
199 
117 

30 

1: 

0'95158 
0.92689 
1.15756 

155 4 l-o3532 
122 1.13944 

13.09 167 30 
194 5 
105 IO 

I.00377 
0.93878 
I.20538 
l-08358 
I-18914 
I-19720 

13s 4 
109 . 
107 - 25 

13-28 106 3 

13.15 < 40 > 30 

12.91 95 - 30 

12.91 - 30 > 30 

I.49688 255 
l-47206 270 

I.23644 465 
1.30401 398 
l-44752 286 
I.33042 37b5 
l-43481 294.5 
l-25553 445 

O-71786 1554 
O-71786 1554 
0' 99233 826 
0' 87387 1085 
0'97784 8% 
o-77645 1358 

1'25257 462 
l-24975 465 
I*44039 299.8 
l-32281 393 
1.42727 309 

940 
995 
585 
775 
610 

*** 

*+* 

*** 

** 

** 

a** 

** 

835 _ ** 
970 

2;: 
545 
535 

1.42808 318 *** 

l-85874 120 

l-50529 285 

2.03064 TO 
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Transition Probability Data, Argon ArII 

(4 b) (c) (4 (e) (f) (id (h) (i) (k) 

3545-58 6 4 18758Y62 23'26 686 T-93521 4116 55 

358&44 IO 8 185093'92 22.95 194 0.26713 1940 581 T.78842 5810 ;z 

3729.29 4 6 161049-65 19.97 203 O-66207 812 119 O-89401 476 :: 
626 0.17315 2504 58 

3850.57 4 4 i61049.65 39.97 28.4 1.52900 113.6 55 
54.4 1.24781 217.6 57 
88.3 1.03745 353.2 58 

3928.62 4 2 161049.65 19.97 474 O-31643 1896 
174 0.75163 696 :: 

4013.87 8 8 157234.93 19.49 175 0.45744 1400 
550 T-96010 &cm :z 

4348.11 a 6 157234.93 IV-49 1150 5 r-67451 9200 927 T-76812 7416 :: 
1280 r*62800 10240 57 

4379.74 2 2 1~61090~31 49.97 1160 7 0.27596 2320 1120 o-29117 2241 :: 

4401.02 6 8 155044*07 19.22 371 0.29603 2226 1210 T.78261 7260 ;z 

4426.01 6 4 157674.30 19.55 1150 T-80716 6690 871 T-90361 5226 :: 

4430.18 4 2 158168.71 19.61 857 041144 3428 621 O-25128 2484 :: 

4579.39 2 2 161090~31 f9.97 -744 5 o-48821 1488 25 
IO 2.35979 20 57 

4589.93 6 4 1704.01~88 21.12 640 4 0.07752 3840 615 0~09480 3680 :z 
1000 7.88365 6000 
2020 Te5783i 12120 :z 

4609.60 8 6 170531.29 21.14 906 5 T.80343 7248 1070 T-73119 8560 ;: 

4637.25 6 6 170401~88 21.12 64 5 I -08d88 384 25 
58.3 1*1224& 
al O-97963 %'" 55 

193 14 O-60254 1258 ;!3 

4657.94 2 4 159707.46 IV-80 695 10 0.52517 1390 II 2.32573 22 :: 

contd. / 
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(4 (b) (cl (4 (e) (f) k) b) (i) (k) 
4764'89 4 z l60240.35 19.07 540 12 c-3J+358 2160 25 

343 0.54070 1372 55 
709 o-22534 2836 57 

1143 0*01907 4560 58 

4006.07 6 6 15504Jt*o7 19.22 786 3 0'00017 4716 25 
579 0.14095 3474 55 
708 0*00707 4720 57 

1930 T-61008 11500 58 

4847-w 2 4 1~55709-02 19.30 :: l3 :'$g 190 25 
. 162 57 

4879.90 6 4 158731-20 19.68 659 4 25 283 ;';;A: . B!%; 

771 0'02317 4626 :: 
950 T-93253 5700 58 

4933.24 4 4 $55352'04 19.26 160 7 0'80965 241 o-70905 % :: 

5009.35 6 4 155049'07 19.22 170 5 0*69110 1020 25 
122 0*83528 732 55 
139 0.77861 834 57 
433 0.30566 2478 58 

5062.07 4 2 155352.04 19.26 220 800 25 
281 1124 57 

ArEFmDIx III/ 
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APPENDIX III 

Best Straight J&m through a given Set of Points 

The best straight line which can be drawn through a series of 11 points 
(X,.Y,) ..a (XpY,) a-* (x,,y,) is defined 88 the line such that the sum of the 
squares oftheperpendicular distances of the points from the line ia amzininun. 
(F or a general treatment of the method of least squares, see Ref. 60.) We have 
to determine the gradient only of the line, this being inversely proportional. to 
the.temperature. 

Thus, if the equation of the line be y = 'mx + c, and hewing in mina 
that the gradient m is of the order IO-", 
pi from the point (x,,y,) to the line: 

we have for the perpendicular distance 

pi = yi - TaXi - c 

a :. Pi =G i + lnaxp + 2 - hiYi - 2cyi+ 2nicxi 

2. xp.p2 = vi + iTl%q + d - 2dXIYi - 2czyi + 2mczxi. . ..(A.III.l) 

Now, for .cp; to be a minimum, we have the condition: 

.: $ (Ep:P;) = mZx - Cy + on = 0. 

Partial differentiation with respect to y yields the same result. 

. ..(A.III.Z) 

Thus, by taking our original equation y = mx + c end substituting 
summed cc-ordinates for the exuding co-ordmates, we have the equation (A.III.2) 
which satisfied our condition for the "best straight line". 

Xy = mCx + nc. 

Taking our original equation in the form 

v = ma + cx 

. ..(A.III.Za) 

and substituting summed co-ordinates, we have 

zxy = 62x= + ccx. 

Thus, solving (A.III.Za) and (A.III.3) suoultaneously, we have 

n&y - lkZy 
m = 

Il.?9 - (xx)a 

. ..(A.III.j) 

. ..(A.III.&) 
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CyZ2 - ZxQy 
and, incidentally, 0 

= nz2 - (zx)" 

Now, in our case, we have 

x = E m 

. ..(A.III&) 

and clearly, rf a particular set of n abscissae (i.e., the ssme n spectral 
lines) are employed in each temperature determination, then the den&inator 
of equation (A.III.4) will remain constant and it will only be necessary to 
evaluate Zy and Xxy each time. 

The standard deviation of the points from the line is defined as 

and thus u may be readily 
ten significant figures. 

cP= 
-9 =L . ..(A.III.5) 

n 

evaluated f'rcnn equation (A.III.l), always working to 

A variety of criteria exist to connect this standard deviation ff with 
the deviation from the measured gradient um, and of these, the following two 
extremes (kI11.6) and (A.III.7) will be seen to quite reasonably include the 
scatter of our temperature measurements (see Figs. 22 and 13). 

. ..(A.III.6) 

where (r is given by equation &III. 5) 

y is the mesn value of the ordinate 

u m is the deviation of the gradient 

and m is the measured gradient, 

we obtain an error c$m of the order 1% 

On the other hand, considering the "maxinnxa possible error", if the 
line AB be y = mx + o (Fig. 14), th en the line CD, constr&tedby putting 
AC = ED = %c,* has gradient. (m + cm). From this construction, it can be 
seen that 

4c 
u =- m 

3h 
. ..(A.III.7) 

where Ax = extreme range of values of x co-ordinates. 
gave errors of the order IO - I$ in most cases. 

Equation &III. 7) 

5----‘-‘--------------1-------------------- 

:U is defined as the "Pmbable Error"; erf (0'67) = 50% 

Es D 19200/1/wt..30 R4 Ii,!34 XL,Cl 
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This shows the arrangement of the electrodes and nozzle of the Plasma - Jet Wind Tunnel at lmperlal College. The region in 

the Jet from which the analysed radlatlon was emlttad, 1s shown at the nozzle exit 6). 



FIG. 2 

A simple representation of electron orbits in an atom of a 

liaht element 

Figure reproduced by courtesy of J. Yorwood 
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FIG. 3 

lonmtlon l~mt ----__---- ____ 

E Ground state 

Transltionr occurmg m an excited atom. 

On the left: two tranrltionr are shown which occur as a result of the absorption of two 

dlrlinct quantities of energy, E, and c2. On the right : two photons of different enorgIes, 

hy, and hvZ, ore eiIIlttQd as thu result of the electrons In the upper levels returning to two 

vacant lowur levels. Each photon would contrIbute lo the light of the correspondmg 

Individual spectral lmes 



Atoms In FIG.4 
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This represents the energy levels of two atoms of the same element (the 

different values of 1 are neglected,aII energy levels ore shown in one column 

only). The transltions shown occurring in these atoms are those 
discussad in the text, Sec. 4.3, i.e. M - D and N - F. 



FIG. 5 

A typical ‘characteristic (density) curve’, indicating the 

significance of y, see Sec. S-32 



FIG. 6 

Development time 

The variation of contrast (y) with development time 



FIG. 7 

2.3 

Wavelength, Angstroms 

The variation of transmittance and contrast (y) with wavelength. 

Derived from the densitometer trace of a standard lamp continuum 

spectrogram 



FIG. 8 

4200 4400 

Wavelength, Angstroms 

Curves employed in computing the colour calibration 

characteristics of an emulsion: 

(A) the tungsten emissivity characteristic 

(8) the actual variation of the continuum intensity at the plate 



Diagram by courtesy of ‘ Bausch and Lomb, Inc’ 

The optical system and the path of light tn the ‘Dual grating spectrograph 



Optical bench 
to the \ 

spectrograph 

Showing the manner in which light from 

the arc itself was observed. See Sec.7.3 and Plate )(a . 
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Experimental plot of the variation of the measured excitation temperatures with power input to 

the electrodes. The argon mass flow rate was constant at 70.3 g min- ’ (0.155 lb min”) 
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FIG.14 
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Graph illustrating the’maximum possible error’ 

criterion, see Sec.15 
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Energy level diagram for Ar I multlplets. 
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Energy level diagram for Ar I1 multiplets; the ‘d’ levels are Incomplete. 



PLATE1 

The arc-heated wind tunnel and its control panel. The spectmgraph 
can be seen on the left, mounted on an anti-vibration concrete block. 

PLATE 2 

The Bausch & Lomb "Dual Grating" spectrograph, mounted on Its 
transportation trolley. 

Six spectrograms from a medium glass spectrograph, showing the 
radiation emitted from the plasma Jet within the spectral range 3,980A to 
4,5WA, operating with argon at 15 kW. These exposures were taken with a 
water-cooled blunt body placed in the jet at the nozzle exit (see Fig. IO). 

(a) Ar I and Ar II lines - emission from the arc, 
reflected by the body, exposure 30 s. 

(b) Ar I lmes from the free stream Just shead of 
the shock front, exposure 60 a. 

(c) Aa (b), but tither upstream, exposure 90 s. 
The argon blue lines discussed in this paper, 
are indicated by white dots below this spectrogram. 

(a) As (a), exposure 60 s. 

(e) Ar I and Ar II lines from the stagnatIon region 
between the body end the shock font, exposure 240 8. 

(f) As (e), exposure 180 a. 

A spectrogram from the Bausch Be Lomb "Dual Grating" spectrograph 
with the step-filter attached. A 1000 micron slit was used in this case, and 
serves to demonstrate that higher dispersion is required when wide slits are 
used. The 50 pm images of' the argon blue lines normally used for this 
experiment Just appear at the tip of this plate. exposure 8 a, 32 kw. 

2z!&EJ 

Speotrogrsm from a Zeiss medium quartz spectrograph, with the 
plasma-jet operating on argon at 21 kW, this reproduction being on the same 
scale as Plate 4. The promment argon blue gmup shown in Plate 4 appears 
on the right hand side of this spectrogram. The second positive nitrogen 
bands emitted from the surrounding low-pressure atmosphere (5 tom) are seen 
clearly, together with the GUI lines at 3,247 A and 3,273 A. 
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traces of the argon blue hnes, lrom a spectrogram on a high - 
showing a typical range of tdatlve intensities 
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PLATE 6 

:ontrost plate 
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